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INTRODUCTION
WINCOIN (WC), which is known for its blockchain-based platform which its future development trends
and values are also expected to grow and expand in time. The circulation of WINCOIN asset are
fundamentally reinforced by the strong merchant of lifestyle ecosystem and backed by phenomenal 8
million initial supporters’ participations from more than 23 countries.

Bitcoin has proven that a peer-to-peer electronic cash system can indeed work and fulfill payments
processing without requiring trust or a central mint. However, for an entire electronic economy to be
based on a fully decentralized, peer-to-peer solution, it must be able to do the following:
1. Process transactions securely, quickly and efficiently, at the rate of thousands per hour or more;
provide incentives for people to participate in securing the network; scale globally with a
minimal resource footprint;
2. Offer a range of basic transaction types that launch cryptocurrencies past the core feature of a
payment system alone;
3. Provide an agile architecture that facilitates the addition of new core features, and allows for
the creation and deployment of advanced applications; and
4. To run on a broad range of devices, including mobile ones.
WINCOIN satisfies all these requirements. It eliminates the massive computing power and competition
in Proof of Work (POW). WINCOIN is a POW + Proof of Stake (POS) cryptocurrency.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Description
Blockchain Proof
Block Size
Speed
Block confirmation
Supply
Algorithm
Minimum Staking Qualification

WINCOIN (WC)
Proof of Work + Proof of Stake
1MB
60 seconds
6 Confirmations
500M | 3% Inflation Rate | 600M Max
Scrypt
25,000 WC

The way to make money directly through Bitcoin is to predict its future price. WINCOIN has an
innovative mechanism to allow the transaction fees to be recycled, that is, to encourage buyers from the
users, WINCOIN blockchain is configured to only provide staking rewards for users with at least 25,000
WC. This way it creates additional buying order from exchanges where WINCOIN is listed which will
result to a stable if not an increasing price.

WINCOIN Merchant Lifestyle Ecosystem
(WINCOIN Alliance)

WINCOIN Alliance is the market’s cutting edge commercial module/management system, which allows
its member to form an alliance, thus sharing common interest at a grander scale.
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WINCOIN Alliance key functional modules:
-

Multiple POS terminals Member Analysis Report

-

Integrated Points Pre-Sale Station Docking

-

Integrated Points Settlement Membership referral system

-

Call Center Stock up for Pre-sale

-

Storefront Management Online Reload

-

WeChat Membership Card Automated After-sale Service

-

E-Voucher/Coupon Digital Analysis

-

SMS Function Virtual Mall

SYSTEMS
Operation Facility
As the business alliance’s rapid growth, the operational model has become relatively complex, thus
WINCOIN’s research and development team is developing a series of ancillary products and services in
order to provide a better support for the entire system.

Membership Terminal
Member’s Apps, self-service enquiry platform, WeChat membership, WeChat Mall and online integrated
mall, which enable members to communicate with the alliance’s member at all time, and encourage
further sales.

CLOSING
WINCOIN, a powerful version of cryptocurrency based on blockchain technology with proven security
protocol, will shake up the digital asset market.
WINCOIN is expected to add more new features that will enable WINCOIN to be more dynamic and
attract a larger user base and with Ecommerce as their main driving force.

